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DISCLAIMER
       
This paper is for information purposes only and is not a statement of future intent. 
RedCab LLC. makes no warranties or representations as to the successful launch of 
the Token Sale, or achievement of any other activities noted in this paper, and dis-
claims any warranties implied by law or otherwise, to the extent permitted by law. 
No person is entitled to rely on the contents of this paper or any inferences drawn 
from it, including in relation to any interactions with RedCab LLC., the Token Sale or 
the technologies mentioned in this paper. RedCab LLC. disclaims all liability for any 
loss or damage of whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not) which may arise 
from any person acting on any information and opinions relating to RedCab LLC., 
the RedCab LLC. Platform or the Token Sale contained in this paper or any informa-
tion which is made available in connection with any further enquiries, notwithstand-
ing any negligence, default or lack of care. Whilst every effort is made to ensure that 
statements of facts made in this paper are accurate, all estimates, projections, fore-
casts, prospects, expressions of opinion and other subjective judgments contained 
in this paper are based on assumptions considered to be reasonable as of the date 
of the document in which they are contained and must not be construed as a rep-
resentation that the matters referred to therein will occur. Any plans, projections or 
forecasts mentioned in this paper may not be achieved due to multiple risk factors 
including without limitation defects in technology developments, legal or regulatory 
exposure, market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, or the unavailability of 
complete and accurate information.
      
All Token Sale information contained in this document is intended to be indicative 
only and is not a statement of RedCab LLC. intentions. Any such information may 
be varied by RedCab LLC. prior to the Token Sale. If so, any new documentation 
will supersede this document and be available at https://redcab.io. The terms and 
conditions of the Token Sale will also be set out in a comprehensive information 
memorandum prior to the time of the Token Sale to ensure the highest levels of 
transparency, disclosure and compliance are maintained throughout RedCab LLC. 
Token Sale event.

https://redcab.io
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1. Introduction

       
  A Decentralized Peer-to-Peer Transportation    
         solution powered by Blockchain technology  
         and governed by smart contracts   
                            

1.1 Business in Brief
RedCab LLC is a fast forward company with technological and futuristic business 
model in the transportation space. From technical aspects to business model, a 
dedicated research team spent a whole year of research to gather needs, find mar-
ket gaps and assess potential with a clear understanding of customer requirements 
and customer experience.

Our first Beta version of the Mobile App went live in 2017, as part of our on ground 
market research and gathering feedback. The Mobile App soft launch took place in 
a small touristic spot by the Red Sea for more on hand operations and to test the 
car hailing service. We observed a huge potential in the industry and rising demand 
in metropolitan cities globally with a future expectation for the industry ballooning 
to reach $285 Billion by 2030. 1 

The goal of the RedCab “Token Sale” is to convert our business model into a de-
centralized ecosystem that allows access to global markets with a transparent 
approach, reduce expenses of transportation for end users saving more than $60B 
made through middlemen businesses, and to develop our infrastructure to address 
the growing international demand on transportation services around the world 
through developing a powerful scalable tool.
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1.2 Business Highlights
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1.3 Company Background

RedCab LLC was founded by mid of 2016 to reinvent the peer-to-peer 
transportation solutions by solving a real problem through understanding 
the root causes of riders’ and drivers’ actual needs, and deliver an innova-
tive solution governed by customer experience, transparency, and efficien-
cy.

RedCab LLC gives the chance for everybody to freelance as integrated ser-
vice providers working on peer-to-peer scale, while taxi companies operate 
as an aggregated professional service provider.

Our business model is designed to deliver 100% of the benefits to users 
versus 100% earnings to drivers and taxi companies through decentralizing 
the whole process.

The performance matrix and rewards program for drivers is designed to 
ensure that every single ride gets the highest quality from a customer ex-
perience standpoint, while a psychological factor is subtly implemented to 
govern the customer satisfaction part, and processes are in place to ensure 
safety of both parties.
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RedCab LLC in Depth

2.1. How RedCab Solution works?
RedCab is a decentralizing the transportation solution for individuals by utilizing 
Blockchain technologies for cost efficient and secure transactions. On the other 
hand, saving billions of dollars from transportation commission to be rewarded 
back to the ecosystem ensuring sustainability and business continuity through 
cutting edge technology, performance management and customer loyalty. Our 
business model is designed to ensure smooth market penetration through lean 
and reliable processes, and our scoring and reward program ensures loyal and 
productive community.

With the variation in fare calculation from one country to another and even from 
one city to another, RedCab LLC has managed to keep the tool flexible to amend 
the best pricing formula without surge price or high cost fare in holidays or bad 
weather.

2.2. Problem Solving: Why RedCab? 

Many start-ups have been rising in the market recently to solve the transpor-
tation issue. Most of them are successful as a business, but none of them have 
succeeded without a social collateral damage.

Despite the fact that technology has bridged the gap for transportation needs 
and has successfully solved some problems in the past 10 years, this left us with 
multiple copycat business models without any iteration or innovation. Customers 
are not only searching for a trendy service, but looking for a true reliable service 
with sustainable quality and safety, that offers all transportation options and ser-
vices with a low competitive price, and because customers hate to be abused; so 
on a rainy day, or a day with heavy traffic; “high rates” fare is not a good move. 

From another side, the main pillar in the transportation industry are the drivers. 
Based on a recent survey conducted on drivers working as part time for one of 
the major car hailing services App, 91% of the population have joined the hailing 
service Apps to increase their income and 87% to work flexible shifts ². Our busi-
ness model guarantees 20% increase in the income of drivers with a clear strate-
gy to capitalize
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on the network dominance where the time of the people who chose to partner 
with us and drive is managed more efficiently. This will lead to a sustainable cost 
advantage. Therefore, increasing the demand, which will allow the average Red-
Cab driver in a city to complete more rides in a given hour, and consequently 
lowering the cost on the user, and the process loops again.

Unlike car hailing big players’ strategy to subsidize taxi companies without a clear 
understanding of their business needs, RedCab was founded with everyone in 
mind. This is the reason behind resistance from taxi drivers to the new technolo-
gy which was a main part of the world’s transformation in the transportation in-
dustry. Our business model is giving the chance for taxi companies and drivers to 
take advantage of the technology to keep their jobs and to capitalize on a market 
share that has dropped to less than 10% in the past 10 years.

From a fast forward vision and aligned mission, we designed our business model 
to act as a massive support line to prevent community abuse and market domina-
tion. This will have a huge impact on communities on the long run.
We managed to do this through our commission scheme and investment man-
agement, in which we margin our trips’ fares and invest in Geo generated pro-
motional technology through deep learning and data mining in our monetization 
model.
We implement this strategy without adopting any losses to dominate markets 
and direct our investments in futuristic technology like Auto drive cabs to gain 
more profits neglecting the impact on communities’ high rate of unemployment 
or neglecting the fact that only 30% of car owners work in hailing services in de-
veloped countries.
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To simplify things, we asked ourselves 3 questions about our solution.

1.Do people need it or want it? 
   a. Yes. 
2.Does it solve a problem? 
   a. Yes
3. Is it affordable?
   a. Yes
      
• More profits for drivers to ensure loyalty and more savings for customers to 
ensure usability.
• Network Dominance through balancing supply and demand.
• A Community driven decentralized solution governed by smart contracts to 
ensure transparency and consistency.
• An AI powered personal assistant to boost emotional engagement and custom-
er experience.
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2.3. Value Proposition & Service Offering

RedCab LLC will integrate 100% of the offered services in our mobile app avail-
able on both stores - App store and Google play - to ease the process of paying 
for all transportation services, monitor usage, and privilege from a multi-layered 
usage platform. 

Offered Services
           Car Hailing 

           Car Pooling

  Hotel & Airport transportation
  Delivery service
  Pick up service
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Value Propositions:
Customers

   • Less waiting time to start your trip.

   • Free trips with higher usage.

   • Lower price fare and high savings. (No Surge Price or dynamic rates because we solved the  
      drivers’ supply challenge)

   • Multiple options to match your trip style.

   • More earnings through referral program.

   • Earning tokens through Proof-of-Marketing.

Drivers

   • Extra earnings and profits.

   • More rides per hour for more flexible working hours.

   • Multi options of transportation services.

   • Earning Tokens through Proof-of-driving.

Hotels & Restaurants

   • Ensuring reliability & efficiency where service providers and delivery personnel are engaged 
      above a certain threshold and KPIs.

   • High savings and maximum efficiency for restaurants without dedicated delivery fleets.

   • More earnings through promotional ads and discounts. (Data Mining & Deep learning  
      technology using Geo locations promotional Ads)
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Service Offering and Customer segmentation:

RedCab LLC has spent enough time understanding customers’ needs to customize not only 
a stylish trip or transportation from point A to point B, but a comfortable, safe and afford-
able solution, that caters for everyone’s need. From business to family and from an individu-
al to groups, RedCab LLC managed to categorize car models according to needs, without a 
limitation to a particular segment and to ensure all travel demands are covered.

Economy Cab: We select cars carefully with focus on affordability. Less fuel consumption 
means lower fares. Economy trips are for the City use. The short and quick everyday trips.

Luxury Cab: Luxury cars for those who want to arrive in style and don’t mind the extra costs.

Family Cab: A bigger car type for taking out the kids for a long trip or going out with the 
whole family. Suitable for special care or senior citizens. Family Cab is a unique feature of 
RedCab LLC for extra care of kids and seniors.

Red Cab: Super cars in Red. Yes! This is the ultimate ride. Users will pay a lot, and drivers will 
make more in tokens. But the impression it will leave... Priceless!

Economy Cab
- Students
- Work Trips
- Daily Transportation
- Economy Tourism

Family Cab
- Children
- Senior Citizens
- Big Families
- Family Vacation

Luxury Cab
- Business Meetings
- Work trips
- Important Dinners
- Luxury Tourism

Red Cab
- Classy
- Selected Few
- Distinctive
- Events
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2.4. Business Model:
Transparent Commission scheme:

RedCab LCC developed a unique business model where we discovered that we can actually 
make money without ripping off customers or pressing on drivers’ toes.
We will not take a cut from the trips. 100% of the price paid by the rider goes to the driver, 
and because the whole process is decentralized, the rider pays less, and the driver gets all of 
the money.

Personalized Geo-Ads

RedCab LCC main monetization pillar is Geo Ads, where Hotels, shopping malls, restaurants, 
cafes, clubs, etc. will push offers and promote their products on the Mobile App map depend-
ing on an algorithm analyzing historical data for each rider, and showing only what is relevant 
to capitalize on the fulfillment KPI and drive profitability. 

In the upcoming new era, people won’t just buy products because they’ve seen a nice ad 
or because the offered service was portrayed nicely. Marketing is evolving, and at RedCab, 
we’re aboard that train. Specialized, tailored, and guaranteed to succeed ads. This is what 
the people will spend their money on in the future. Using technology to recognize the needs 
based upon analyzing behavior, routes, preferences, and personality preferences. Then offer 
only what is relevant will result in maximizing the fulfillment rate of such offered products or 
services, and lower the costs on the business owner. 
Our strategy also builds an emotional connection between the buyer and the offered product 
through personalizing the whole experience and engaging our AI powered road assistant in 
day-to-day interactions to offer only what is relevant when it is relevant, hence increasing the 
possibility of fulfillment and driving more revenues from consequent purchases.

3. Mobile Application & Offered Services

3.1 Mobile App

3.1.1 Global Reach

One of the main aspects in our business approach is global reach, so we had to make sure 
our App matches different languages. Our App will be supported by more than 6 languages 
and linked to global maps to match and cover different user experiences, also our diversified 
car options and categories, covers all road travel needs.
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We have also integrated a sharing ride route with a friend or a family member to make sure it’s 
used by different age groups including young children monitored by their family members for 
more safety and security sense.

3.1.2 Scheduled Rides 

To get better insights about our customers’ behaviour, and our sense of urgency when it 
comes to time saving for business trips, and how we plan for network dominance and work 
load balance, We powered our App with a pre-schedule option and highlighted this feature. 
You can simply manage your whole schedule through planning your road trips through timer 
and notifications, it’s convenient to catch your plane, attend your meeting, or an event without 
the fear of missing out.

3.1.3 Carpooling

Carpooling is one of the main features that RedCab supports through our App with metropol-
itan cities and busy places as our main target. Less traffic jams and splitting the ride fare for 
lower costs. Use the carpooling by creating a ride and inviting nearby hailers or trip compan-
ions with multi drop off and pick up locations.
The same engine powering the geo pushed ads will match riders according to personality traits 
based upon their profiles making the journey as pleasant as possible.
If you’re someone who loves chatting to new people, or if you prefer a silent ride; RedCab will 
help in matching you –as much as possible- with riders and drivers who share the same ap-
proach to life. 

3.1.4 Luxury Trip

Luxury trip feature will allow business persona to enjoy a prestigious travel experience to work, 
meetings, hotels or airports and at the same time we are planning to use it as an advertising 
feature partnering with high end car manufacturers to give an on-hand experience with luxury 
cars while in the same time promoting high end services to those niche customers who are 
always seeking uniqueness and specialty.

3.1.5 Peer to Peer:

Peer to peer feature is the normal standard feature offered by most car hailing services.

You can order a ride and get the nearest driver. This is the most used feature by customers all 
over the world, that’s why RedCab LLC has decided to gift the world a new business model to 
make it rewarding for the driver and more beneficial for customers through offering the lowest 
price fare possible. Thanks to the fantastic Blockchain technology, we will also provide a global 
decentralized secured utility through our wallet and utility tokens.
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3.2 Services

3.2.1 Hotels & Airports:

From our deep study and understanding of tourists and country visitors’ needs and experience, 
we tailored a unique trip experience from airport to hotel and vise versa whether it’s a pre-
scheduled or on-demand trip.

Our recommended hotels options will be sorted by proximity to airport, city or by most rec-
ommended, reviewed or ranked depending on the user profile preferences; leaving a space for 
Hotels to advertise and recommend destinations for tourists or first time visitors.

3.2.2 Delivery:

With the rising demand on delivery services all over the world, retail business owners and 
restaurants are facing challenges providing such service due to the high cost of logistics and 
operations in managing a dedicated delivery fleet. Our business development team and cus-
tomers’ acquisition team will work collectively to promote a world class crowd sourced de-
livery fleet powered by a performance matrix and service levels to deliver a better customer 
experience with a fraction of the cost to business owners.

3.2.3 Pick up:

Everyone wants something to be picked up. That is why in RedCab we’re not neglecting that 
feature from our business model. Since everyone connected to the RedCab network is verified 
through the decentralized network, the community will do the pick-ups depending on their 
location. 
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3.3 Deep learning and AI for promotional Ads
Deep learning and data analysis is our main focus in the technical expansion plan, where our 
main business monetization model is based on Geo Marketing from understanding the cus-
tomer behavior, trends, trip route locations, time intervals and many other aspects to identify 
a targeted module working not as an irritating pop-up Ads but to help our customers get what 
they really need at the time they need it.

Customers can voluntarily link their Social media accounts and login through it to their Red-
Cab profile. A short survey then will be asked to better understand our customer’s interests 
and preferences. If a customer – for example - orders his usual RedCab trip to his girlfriend’s 
place; Cabbi®- RedCab’s smart bot will push a message suggesting to get flowers on the way 
with flowers shops appearing on the map in nearby locations along the route with special dis-
counts and offers. The same concept applies to many other situations.

Introducing Geo-location marketing technologies as Geo-fencing, smart posters & augmented 
adverts on top of a Blockchain powered network is considered a new revolutionary step to-
wards an ultimate marketing methodology that combines customer satisfaction, market reach 
and business fulfillment at the same level.
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3.4 Introducing Cabbi® (AI-powered Road Assistant) 
RedCab LLC is introducing Cabbi® the first personal road trip assistant. Based on neural net-
work technology, Cabbi® will help you with your daily trips, visits, meetings and events. Cabbi® 
will be introduced with multiple avatars matching your personal look and feel for more emo-
tional engagement and personalization.

Cabbi® is not only a customer road pal but also a driver’s best friend who always has his back 
with next trip locations, trip ratings, emergencies, wallet transfers, token generation advice and 
price alerts.

Introducing the digital and personal assistant technology to the transportation industry is con-
sidered as a game changer to the default user experience currently in the market among com-
petitors, which resulted in an almost non-competitive stall. 

Cabbi® is also considered part of our AI development program playing as the front interface 
for many proceeded and filtered data offered to our customers as magical solutions to their 
a day-to-day problems -in moving from point A to point B - from one part, and promoting our 
advertisers’ products from another part to increase the business appetite to run their adver-
tisement campaigns with RedCab LLC.

4. Blockchain Technology

4.1 Smart Contracts & Tokens Wallet:

Phase one in our technical transformation3 is to move the business model into a decentralized 
ecosystem to empower RedCab’s community and utilize our proof of concepts.
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4.2 dApps (Decentralized App):

Decentralized applications (dApps) are digital applications or programs that exist and run on 
a Blockchain or P2P network of computers instead of a single computer, and are outside the 
purview and control of a single authority.
A standard web app, like Uber or Twitter, runs on a computer system which is owned and op-
erated by an organization giving it full authority over the app and its workings. There may be 
multiple users on one side, but the backend is controlled by one single organization.

dApps can run on both a P2P network as well as a Blockchain network. Applications that run 
on various computers that are part of a P2P network where there are multiple participants 
on all sides’ some are consuming the content, some are feeding or seeding the content, while 
others are simultaneously performing both functions.

In the context of cryptocurrencies, the dApps exist and run on Blockchain network in a public, 
open source, decentralized environment and are free from control and interference from any 
single authority.4
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To apply the dApp model, we have to reach a certain level of technical preparation and net-
work size, which will enhance our architecture, algorithms and scalability for more secure, 
flexible, reliable and efficient business operation.

We consider this step as an important milestone in our roadmap because it offers our commu-
nity a secure, fast and reliable application for better customer experience. On the other hand it 
also offers the business the golden chance of expansion with lower costs, secure and efficient 
way of storing and processing big data.

4.3 Proof of Driving© & Proof of Marketing©

Proof of work describes a system that requires a not-insignificant but feasible amount of effort 
in order to deter frivolous or malicious uses of computing power, such as sending spam emails 
or launching denial of service attacks. The concept was adapted to money by Hal Finney in 
2004 through the idea of “reusable proof of work.” Following its introduction in 2009, bitcoin 
became the first widely adopted application of Finney’s idea (Finney was also the recipient of 
the first bitcoin transaction). Proof of work forms the basis of many other cryptocurrencies as 
well.5 

Proof of Driving© and Proof of Marketing© are concepts RedCab is introducing to the commu-
nity to maintain the network’s supply and demand balance. It is also an incentive for drivers 
and customers to generate the REDC tokens in return to their contribution to the Network’s 
growth and scalability.

4.3.1 Proof of Driving©

RedCab will introduce a brand new method to motivate the drivers to get on the wheel and 
drive people around through the creation of an algorithm that generates Tokens from the 
reserved pool as long as the driver has the App open and the GPS chip is counting miles driv-
en. The result is fractions of the tokens being generated and multiplied by the percentage of 
successfully completed trips to govern the fact that they’re actually driving people and main-
taining the network supply balance. 

The concept was inspired from Proof of Work concept in cryptocurrency mining, however 
instead of using the computing power of a CPU or a GPU chip to solve a block and reward the 
miners with fractions of the mined coin for their work, the Proof of driving solution will oper-
ate through an algorithm that measures the network supply congestion and adjusts the token/
coin generation rate accordingly for the connected node, as long as the GPS chip installed on 
a smartphone/device is in motion and logging the distance travelled. The app then multiplies 
the generated tokens by the percentage of successfully completed trips to ensure that drivers 
are actually accepting trips, moving people around and providing the community of riders with 
adequate supply of cars whenever required.
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Example >>

1) Driver A uses RedCab app to freelance. He receives 20 trips in a given day and completes all 
of them. His fulfillment percentage is 100%. (20/20=1)

Let’s assume the total miles driven in that day were 200 miles.
Let's also assume the Driving rate of conversion on that day was 0.1 REDC per 1 Mile.
His generated tokens for that day will be (0.1 * 200) * 1 = 20 REDC Tokens.

2) Driver B uses RedCab app to freelance as well. He receives 20 trips in a given day and 
     completes only 6 of them. His fulfillment percentage is 30%. (6/20=0.3)

Let’s assume the total miles driven on that day were 200 miles.
Let's also assume the Driving rate of conversion on that day was 0.1 REDC per 1 Mile.
His generated tokens for that day will be (0.1 * 200) * 0.3 = 6 REDC Tokens.

The main idea behind the creation of Proof of Driving© is to motivate the drivers to keep the 
app open to accept offered trips so the supply hand of the scale is well balanced. The Token 
generation rate will be variable depending on the supply of drivers. The conversion rate will 
generate tokens faster as the supply becomes scarce, and decreases as more drivers are on 
the road slowing down the token generation rate as the network grows, and increasing its 
tradeable value consequently.

4.3.2 Proof of Marketing©

Proof of Marketing© is based on MLM strategy (Multi-Level Marketing) and it utilizes a similar 
algorithm to the one we will use in Proof of Driving©.
The concept basically applies to customers, and it rewards them with tokens as long as they are 
referring the App to their friends and family, and as their network grows, they’re being rewarded 
for every mile driven by their referrals up to 3 levels.

Example >>

1) Customer A uses RedCab App to move around. They refer friend X and Y to the RedCab App.  
    Their X friend refers Q and W, and their Y friend refers K. Q refers U, and K refers P. Now the 
    tree will look like this.
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Let’s assume that Marketing rate of conversion for that day is 0.1 REDC Per 1 Mile for Level 1, 
0.05 REDC for Level 2, and 0.025 REDC for Level 3.

Customer A is the Tree owner. 
X & Y are Level 1 referrals
Q, W, & K are Level 2 referrals
U & P are Level 3 referrals

To make things simple, and for the sake of this example, we will calculate the generated tokens 
for customer A on that specific day.
Let’s assume that on that day, Customer A Level 1 referrals (X & Y) used RedCab as customers 
and drove around for a combined total of 20 miles. 
Level 2 referrals (Q, W, & K) drove around for a combined total of 70 miles.
Level 3 referrals (U & P) drove around for a combined total of 5 miles.

Customer A will automatically get tokens corresponding to the below calculation.
(0.1 * 20) + (0.05 * 70) + (0.025 * 5) = 2 + 3.5 + 0.125 = 5.625 REDC Tokens.

Now the above calculation applies for every customer’s tree up to 3 levels, and the Tokens 
generation rate adjusts automatically as the network grows. The more users on the network, 
the less and less tokens it generates. The concept was also inspired from Proof of Work con-
cept in mining cryptocurrency, however instead of using the computing power of a CPU or a 
GPU chip to solve a block and reward the miners with fractions of the mined coin, the Proof 
of Marketing solution will operate through an algorithm that measures the network growth 
and size by number of connected nodes on the rider application client and adjusts the token/
coin generation rate accordingly for the connected node as long as the GPS chip installed on a 
smartphone/device is in motion and logging distance travelled through our app/dApp.

Total Maximum allocated Tokens that will ever be generated for Proof of Driving© and Proof of 
Marketing© are 25,000,000. (Please see our Token distribution details for more information).

Proof of Driving© and Proof of Marketing© Concepts are registered intellectual property of Red-
Cab LLC. Founders under registration number: 6239137959
Registration can be verified online at https://www.copyrightregistrationservice.com/verify/ 

https://www.copyrightregistrationservice.com/verify/ 
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4.4 Blockchain Community Investment:
RedCab LLC business model has a dependency and correlation with Blockchain community 
expansion and progress, hence our business has a clear goal of contributing positively for a 
better and well-developed Blockchain environment. RedCab LLC will invest 5% from its annu-
al profits in newly promising ICO’s introduced to the market and will help other ICO’s through 
partnerships and business cooperation to build a solid business network of partners and Start-
ups that share the same vision of making steady profits while making the world a better place. 

4.5 Operations & Performance Management:
RedCab LLC operation is crafted to deliver high quality service and exquisite customer expe-
rience based on a performance matrix, key performance indicators and results' analysis with 
continuous improvement processes. Governed by Six Sigma foundations, to stay in control of 
every single action in the community from customer and driver side to business partners and 
service providers.

RedCab LLC operation management tools are so powerful to tune the network, culture, be-
havior and style through a reward & recognition program for high performers and warnings, 
penalties and suspensions for low performance and abusive actions. Governed by the commu-
nity and backed-up by RedCab’s Customer Success Moderators.

Our performance management tools:

Driver leadership board. Automated reports will be generated to fill every driver KPI’s calcula-
tor giving a final score from a 100%, using bill curve methodology with a score set to identify 
high, medium and low performers. The score sheet will also identify areas of improvements.

Customers' traffic light and rewards matrix. Our customers will enjoy a set of incentives based 
on actions and usage. The use of drop-off location, adherence to pick up location and less 
waiting time to start the trip. The main purpose is to reach our main goal in saving time and 
money, on the other hand drivers will report and feedback on customers’ irresponsible actions 
as every client has a traffic light (Red, Yellow & Green) indicator on his App indicating his sta-
tus on the system.
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Set Location: Customers will be rewarded 5 points each time they set drop off location which 
will help us identify routes for better reporting, managing time and promotional ads.

Order cancellation: Customers will be deducted 10 points for cancelling orders after a certain 
threshold to tune time consumption and better management for available resources.
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Waiting time: Customers will be rewarded for their adherence to minimal wait time to start 
their trip and driver wait time before starting a trip to reach an optimum level of time utiliza-
tion and convenient service for both parties.

Feedback: Customers will be rewarded 5 points to their feedback on trip contribution as being 
an effective member in the network community.

NPS contribution: Customers will be rewarded 5 points for submitting NPS (Net Promoter 
Score) as part of our process improvement.

Scheduled trips: Becuase we are aiming for more planned operations and network dominance 
maintainance, our customers will be rewarded 10 points for their planned trips which will play a 
big role in monitoring trends and better management for drivers' workforce.

Example 1 >>

Driver Side. (Proof of Driving©)

A driver has been using the App all day and generating tokens - as long as he is driving and the 
GPS chip is in motion – while accepting all the trips he receives.

He drove 200 miles. Accepted 100% of the trips. But his performance rating is 80% based on 
historical performance.
The default Token generation rate for that specific day is 0.1 REDC per 1 Mile.

What will he get at the end of the day?

((Rate * Total Miles) * Acceptance%) * Performance%
((0.1 * 200) * 1) * 0.8 = 16 REDC Tokens

The driver could’ve gotten 20 tokens if his performance rating was 100%.
The performance rating is affected by his day-to-day operations so he has full control on improv-
ing it.

 Example 2 >>

Customer Side. (Proof of Marketing©)

A Customer has been referring the App to his friends and family and he has been  
generating tokens as long as his network is using the app to move around and the GPS chip is 
in motion.

To simplify this example, we will assume that all of his referred network are Level 1 referrals. 
The combined driven miles for that specific day is 400 miles. But his (The tree owner)  
performance rating is 80% based on historical performance.
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The default Token generation rate of that specific day for Level 1 referrals is 0.1 REDC per 1 
Mile.

What will he get at the end of the day?

(Referral Level Rate * Total Miles) * Performance%
(0.1 * 400) * 0.8 = 32 REDC Tokens

He could’ve gotten 40 tokens if his performance rating was 100%.
The performance rating is affected by his day-to-day usage so he has full control on  
improving it. Overall points will lead either to a positive or a negative percentage that will be 
multiplied by the network’s default token generation rate. Traffic lights reflecting customer 
score as indication of customer performance to the community. 

NPS (Net Promoter Score): Our customers feedback is not based on a 5 stars’ model  
(used model by other car hailing Apps). We consider our customers as partners hence their 
feedback is part of our process improvement.

NPS is designed not only for measuring customer experience but also to predict business 
growth and act as a gauge for customer loyalty and relationship. It will also reduce the costs of 
marketing due to penetration based upon word of mouth, as well as researching to benchmark 
customer satisfaction and help to monitor unsatisfied customers who can damage our brand 
image silently.
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5.0 Network Dominance (Supply & Demand Balance)
One of the main challenges car hailing service Apps are facing, is bridging the gap between 
rides and available drivers, trying to minimize driver ideal time within a 1-hour interval while 
minimizing customers waiting time to request a ride to as low as 3 Min SLA. The available 
model adopted by car hailing service Apps appears to be approaching the balance, however it 
is not. To avail more cars in peak time they offer high prices for customers as a solution which 
costs the customer more money on the long run if you count in the random surged fares and 
average it on the total number of trips completed. They also acquire more drivers by what 
they call “buying drivers” which means paying guarantees & bonuses to open the App. Such 
approach costs the business massive amounts of money during idle time, which eventually has 
to be compensated from the customer again at a later stage, or even “buy customers” to offer 
more demand for drivers through free rides and coupons, which is also costing the business 
even more money that has to be rewarded back, otherwise the whole business will nose dive. 
It leaves us with a simple fact, that drivers’ earnings are not covering their initial investments 
from car initial cost, maintenance and operation costs, and customers are paying more money 
to enlarge the car service hailing Apps’ profits while being tricked psychologically.

RedCab's new model will reach the perfect balance between supply and demand delivering a 
win-win situation. The new model of “Network Dominance” will be self driven because both 
supply and demand will be created by the community while customers' savings, drivers'
earnings and business profitability are all achieved.

The “Network Dominance” model is based on an action and reward methodology to save more 
money, drive more profits and create an impeccable model of Sharing Economy. It is designed 
with community serving and business continuity in mind, thus requiring continuous enhance-
ment and iterations to improve its results and keep us light years away from the competition.
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Proof of Driving© offers the transportation industry and the drivers’ community the most
convenient monetization model.

For a driver who has initially made a big investment (Car initial price + maintenance + car 
depreciation + time + effort) against a forecasted return on investment, with Proof of driving, 
the more miles driven, the more gains he will be making.
With such motivation, more trips will be accepted, and consequently more availability to the 
heavy demand of RedCab's network that will expnd rapidly due to the effect of Proof of Mar-
keting© concept.
With both cocepts in action, an infinite loop of supply and demand will be created with a smile 
on everyone's face.

5.1 Marketing & Expansion plan

RedCab LLC has a unique marketing and penetration strategy built on community engagement 
and word of mouth. Our customers are promoters, and our drivers are recruiters. Our commu-
nity members have responsibility towards RedCab network expansion and business continuity.

Our Marketing tools are Social Media channels & digital PR, Multi-level marketing, referral 
programs & RedCab community annual event held every year in one of the countries we oper-
ate-in to reward, celebrate & communicate vision and mission with RedCab's community. The 
event is not only for engagement but also to listen to every market pain, and analyze it through 
several round-table discussions as part of our continous improvement process.

5.1.2 How RedCab Referral Program works?

Our referral program is another way to spread the word and get compensated on the spot 
through REDC Tokens. When a customer refers our services to a friend or a family member, he 
gets tokens as long as their referral is using the app and using the driving services. he bonus 
continues for up to 3 levels with the rate of generation decreasing as the network grows and 
the value of the token increasing in an inversely proportional relationship. More referals lead to 
a bigger network and an increased value for the tokens.

5.2 Expansion & Market Penetration Mechanism

RedCab LLC has considered many aspects while building the market penetration strategy 
to slowly inject the concept in different communities while avoiding heavy competition, and 
leaving a long lasting magnificent experience. RedCab LLC first market penetration will be for 
coastal, touristic and small cities then larger cities and capitals consequently. Coastal cities are 
usually small which means a better control on the on-ground operations, with more traffic and 
demand on transportation services from hotels, airports and first time travelers.
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5.3 RedCab Launching Squad
RedCab LLC new market penetration is based on hiring the best calibers in the market. Vast 
experience with a proven track record. RedCab LLC community is a self-managed community 
but it needs a booster from experienced professionals to start the engine. This is where our 
launching squad team will execute their mission in planting RedCab’s seed in the community 
and monitor its growth. Our team structure is small but effective and very well compensated.

We adopt the methodology of people investment through continuous development, trainings, 
and market exposure. Our team will deliver our values, our vision and mission to the communi-
ty with its diversified background.
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6. Timeline
Our Road Map is projecting a long journey started back at 2016 when the idea came on the 
table to deliver a world class service and a more convenient business model to the transpor-
tation industry. It was a spark to start the research for deep understanding of the existing 
business model, future expansion and market needs. We came cross a few obstacles in the 
beginning, some trials and errors till we successfully launched our Apps and started on-ground 
operations with research and development and more market penetration as initial steps to-
wards our futuristic ambitious plan and structured roadmap

In 2016 the idea came by the founders to strike the transportation industry by building 
a community and empower the business model with a community backed shield to ensure 
continuity, sustainability and customer satisfaction. We participated in several focus groups, 
brainstorming sessions, market researches and drivers' and customers’ interviews.

RedCab team started gathering the first service request specification to the initial features to 
develop the MVP as part of the augmented survey and market research for more solid figures 
and live pulse.

The first RedCab mobile App prototype was launched and deployed on the IOS & Android 
stores but it had some missing scenarios which resulted in iterating the business model and 
the technical product.

Company formation, legal set up and incorporation for the first office in Egypt to be the hub 
serving MENA region with the biggest population in the region.

In Q4 of 2017, we successfully launched our first RedCab MVP working and tested after 
several weeks of testing, trials and error.

We started RedCab in Hurghada - a coastal city by the Red Sea with a small operations team.

In 2018 we have successfully raised our first round of investment by a private equity investor. 
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6.1 Roadmap

 “A goal is a dream with a deadline.” - Napoleon Hill
63 months RedCab roadmap
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7 Token Launch

RedCab LLC token contribution event is powered by the Blockchain community and support-
ed by our website platform. To participate in the Token Sale, you need to visit our ICO website 
https://redcab.io to register for the token contribution event. Once successfully registered, 
buyers will be able to purchase REDC tokens using Ethereum. Token buyers will be purchasing 
REDC tokens to be used within the RedCab Mobile App for obtaining the services. 

Users must own an ERC-20 compatible wallet such as My Ethereum Wallet in order to re-
ceive their tokens which will be distributed after the purchase. Users may also be required to 
provide additional information and documentation to verify their identity as part of the KYC 
process, as mentioned in the purchase instructions available on the website. 

RedCab LLC reserves the right to reject a potential REDC token purchaser for incomplete or 
irrelevant documents, to protect the community identity against money laundering or unsafe 
contribution.

Token Contribution Event Official Website

https://redcab.io 

7.1 Token Contribution Event Overview

The RedCab LLC Token Sale will take place on June 01st 2018 00:00 GMT and will complete by 
the end of August 15th 2018 23:59 GMT (the “Closing Date”) or until the amount of 
contributions received reaches the hard cap. 
RedCab LLC may extend the Closing Date, or shorten the event period for any reason includ-
ing but not limited to unforeseen security and procedural issues with maximum extension of 
30 days.

ICO DETAILS

RedCab is committed to a transparent token sale process. We will notify the public with the fi-
nal total amount of REDC tokens in circulation after the completion of the Token Sale because 
tokens are minted as contributors buy it. This is to maximize the value of tokens sold, scarce 
the supply, and create a value for token holders once we’re listed on major exchanges.
RedCab will not create any new REDC tokens after the Token Sale. 

Max Token Supply That will ever Circulate 100,000,000 REDC

https://redcab.io
https://redcab.io 
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Tokens distribution

» 9%  Team and Founders 
» 3%  Advisors 
» 1%  Bounty 
» 7%  Private Sale 
» 15%  Presale 
» 25%  Reserved for Proof-Of-Driving & Proof-of-Marketing token generation. 
» 40%  Crowd-sale

• Pre-Sale: 
 Starts 01 June 2018 at 00:00 GMT and ends on 21 June 2018 at 23:59 GMT with   
early bird investors getting a 15% Bonus till allocated amount is sold out or phase ends.

• Main Crowd-Sale:
 Starts on 22 June at 00:00 GMT and ends on 15 August 2018 at 23:59 GMT.

• Accepted Currency for Token Sale: Ethereum
• Token Name: REDC
• Token Type: ERC20
• Soft Cap: 2143 ETH
• Exchange: 1 ETH = 2333 REDC
• Hard Cap: 24529 ETH 
• Min Purchase: 0.1 ETH = 233.3 REDC

• What Exchanges will REDC be listed on? 
REDC will be listed on exchanges that are regulated and have proof of reserves, including the 
Korean, Japanese and other globally recognized major exchanges.

RedCab Bonus for Large Purchasers
Please contact us at VIP@redcab.io for more information.
 

7.2 RedCab LLC Reserve Use of Fund
RedCab LLC will use the REDC tokens reserved in the Proof of Driving and Proof of Marketing 
reserve for future development of token generation algorithms, driving RedCab community 
marketing initiatives and performance within the network in the form of generated tokens 
for drivers and customers to conveniently steer the operations and expansions wheel. Never-
theless, scale our network and ensure maximum value for token holders when listed on major 
exchanges. It will also play an important role to address price fluctuations accrued by REDC 
token circulation that might impact the ability of REDC tokens to act perfectly in the medium 
of exchange by token holders and users.

http://MAILTO:VIP@redcab.io
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7.3 Budget Allocation Overview
Use of fund is the most important part of any successful business, from investment and own-
ership perspective, our community investors need to understand how the funds from the To-
ken Sale will be spent, and how budget allocation mechanism will work for best utilization and 
better results.

29% Product Development
41% Marketing, Acquisitions and Partnerships
13% Management & Advisory board
11% Admin and Operations

6% Legal

IT Development: A next-generation platform ready to serve a diversified community 
powered by multi language support for global use. Web3.0, iOS and Android for everyone’s 
access. Our powerful dashboard with reports, and performance management tools are cherry 
picked to make sure business continuity and hands on business.
Our newly introduced technical features and technology requires a qualified technical squad 
and a talented research team to work relentlessly in bringing the Proof of Driving, Proof of 
Marketing, AI powered road assistant, and Geo marketing tools to the RedCab platform.

Marketing and Sales: Our community expansion is based on recommendations and 
referral programs. Our main marketing investment will be in penetrating new markets and the 
digital marketing costs revolving around it to acquire market share quickly and maximize the 
demand on the REDC token globally.

Acquisitions and Partnerships: We expand on-ground through our partners from 
freelance drivers and taxi companies. We are going to partner/acquire marketing & PR agen-
cies to strengthen our presence and have a global podium with one loud voice, as well as in-
vesting in technical companies through mergers and acquisitions to act as a backbone suppo-
tring function fueling our expansion plan with minimum operating expenses.

Administration and Operations: RedCab LLC operations structure and hierarchy 
are designed to be lean and cost efficient, however revenues come by expansion and expan-
sion requires selected and cherry picked calibers and qualified personnel ready for big achieve-
ments and high goals.
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Legal: Our strategy is to build a solid presence with deep roots in every country and commu-
nity with zero risk and high business stability and security, this is why the legal part is one of 
our top priorities. We build a community to grow and we secure the business to expand.

Illustration of RedCab LLC Network forecasted growth

All numbers are forecasted on five year plan projections based on similar business cases, supply & de-
mand estimates and network exponential growth assumptions.
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